July 24, 2020

Hon. Mayor London Breed
Supervisor Dean Preston
Alaric Degrafinried, Director, DPW
San Francisco, CA 94102

Re: Follow up and Petition re Demand for Hotels and/or Safe Sleeping Sites for Hayes Valley

Dear Mayor Breed, Supervisor Preston, Director Degrafinried and other concerned citizens,

As stated in letters on June 6th and a follow up letter on July 6th, the Hayes Valley Neighborhood Association (HVNA) asked the City to open a Safe Sleeping Site at a location in or near Hayes Valley, as well as urging the City to place people experiencing homelessness into vacant hotel rooms, and pursue every humane way to address the needs of people experiencing homelessness. We demanded the City take immediate action to alleviate the unsafe and unacceptable conditions by making hotel rooms and Safe Sleeping Site available to the unhoused no later than July 20, 2020.

We did receive a commitment from DPW this week that the Octavia encampment will be cleared by July 31st with the City offering people a place to go with services. We greatly appreciate all the resources being brought to bear to accomplish this and are hopeful it will make a big difference.

We remain concerned that the remaining encampments are growing, and more encampments may emerge, as the COVID-19 emergency continues to worsen. We therefore continue to request that the Safe Sleeping Site at 33 Gough be opened without delay, to accommodate the ongoing crisis of the unhoused. We are attaching a petition that circulated online, with over 300 signatures in support of opening hotel rooms and Safe Sleeping sites.

Safe Sleeping Sites must last for the duration of this crisis. To be successful, sites must have the following:

- Meals
- Hand Washing Stations
- Shade/Rain canopies
- Bathrooms
- 24 hour supervision
- Health Services
- Showers
- On Site Security
- Health Screenings on Entry

We are open to creating a neighborhood advisory committee. HVNA recognizes that communication with neighbors is key, which includes developing structures to facilitate dialogue for these kinds of initiatives. We expect immediate action.

Sincerely,

Craig N. Hamburg, President
The Hayes Valley Neighborhood Association

Jennifer Laska, Vice President

Barbara Early, Corresponding Secretary

cc: Larry Stringer, DPW, Deputy Director for Operations
Sam Peoples, DPW, Homelessness Coordinator
Jeff Koziatsky, Manager, Healthy Streets Operation Center
De’Anthony Jones, Mayor’s Office
Kyle Smeallie, Legislative Aide
HVNA Board

400 Grove Street, Suite #3, San Francisco, CA 94102
www.hayesvalleysf.org
PETITION

Mayor London Breed, Supervisor Dean Preston, Board of Supervisors, Alaric Degafinried, DPW Acting Director, Department of Public Works, Jeff Kositsky, Head of Healthy Streets Operations,

316 people have signed a petition on Action Network telling you to Hayes Valley Safe Sleeping Sites at 33 Gough Street, Performing Arts Garage, and 600 McAllister.

Here is the petition they signed:

https://actionnetwork.org/groups/hayes-valley-action-network

You can view each petition signer and the comments they left you below.

Thank you,

Barbara Early, Corresponding Secretary, HVNA

* * *

HAYES VALLEY ACTION NETWORK

Hayes Valley Neighborhood Association

To: Mayor London Breed; Supervisor Dean Preston; Board of Supervisors; Alaric Degafinried, DPW Acting Director; Department of Public Works, Jeff Kositsky, Head of Healthy Streets Operations

Hayes Valley Safe Sleeping Sites at 33 Gough Street, Performing Arts Garage, and 600 McAllister

MAYOR LONDON BREED, SUPERVISOR DEAN PRESTON, BOARD OF SUPERVISORS, ALARIC DEGAFINRIED, DPW ACTING DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS, JEFF KOSITSKY, HEAD OF HEALTHY STREETS OPERATIONS
This petition is in support of immediately moving the unsheltered population in Hayes Valley to a location where safe social distancing is possible.

Hayes Valley Neighborhood Association (HVNA) and other concerned neighbors strongly urge the City to place people experiencing homelessness into vacant hotel rooms, and pursue every humane way to address the needs of people who are experiencing homelessness.

This petition demands that city leaders make available vacant hotel rooms for the unsheltered population on Octavia Boulevard and adjacent streets by no later than Monday, July 20. If the City is unable to make hotel rooms available by that date, we demand that the City open a Safe Sleeping Site at one of the following locations:

1. **33 Gough Street (Previously slated to be a Navigation Center)**
2. 360 Grove Street (Performing Arts Garage)
3. 600 McAllister (Opera Parking Lot)

On March 15, 2020, the City and County of San Francisco issued a sweeping shelter-in-place mandate, ordering residents to stay at home and go outside for only basic necessities. We at Hayes Valley Neighborhood Association believe this was a necessary step to preventing the spread of COVID-19.

Since that time, the City has failed to adequately address the population of unsheltered individuals who remain on our streets and sidewalks. The situation presents a grave risk to public health and safety, both to the sheltered and unsheltered populations alike.

The Board of Supervisors has twice passed legislation to move these individuals into vacant hotels, which we believe is the safest available option to allow currently unsheltered people to practice safe social distancing and get access to services and facilities.

The City has, however, not acted quickly enough to provide this service on a scale that would meaningfully provide relief nor make any difference on the streets.

In Hayes Valley, the number of tent encampments has grown massively over the past three months, in particular on Octavia Boulevard. More than 20 tents line the street, and even more on the adjacent streets and alleyways. This presents an ongoing and unacceptable threat to public health and safety.

We are demanding that elected leaders and the city must move these individuals into vacant hotel rooms by Monday, July 20. If the City is unable or unwilling to meet this demand, we demand that the City open a Safe Sleeping Site in or near the neighborhood to provide relief by Monday, July 20. Other Safe Sleeping Sites have opened around the city, proving this model works.

In January of this year, the city announced that the former City College facility at 33 Gough Street was slated to become a Navigation Center. For this reason, we believe it is a suitable location for a temporary Safe Sleeping Site.
Additionally, the Performing Arts Garage on Grove Street is property owned by the City, and we believe could be converted to accommodate encampments in the temporary Safe Sleeping Site model. Lastly, the parking lot at 600 McAllister accommodates parking for Opera employees. Given that the Opera recently announced it was cancelled its Fall schedule, we believe the property could be made available for a Safe Sleeping Site on a temporary basis.

Regardless of which avenue the city pursues, the neighborhood must get relief immediately, and no later than Monday, July 20. Every day that passes puts residents - both housed and unhoused - at greater and greater risk.

We want Safe Sleeping Sites that last for the duration of this crisis. To be successful, sites must have the following:

- Meals
- Bathrooms
- Showers
- Hand Washing Stations
- 24 hour supervision
- Shade/Rain canopies
- Health Services and Health Screenings upon Entry
- On Site Security

We, the undersigned, demand that the city make available vacant hotel rooms for the unsheltered populations in Hayes Valley no later than Monday, July 20. If unable or unwilling, the city must open a Safe Sleeping Site by that date at 33 Gough Street, 360 Grove Street, or 600 McAllister Street. He encampments on Octavia Street and the adjacent blocks must be prioritized for placement in the hotel rooms or at one of the sites.

SPONSORED BY

HAYES VALLEY ACTION NETWORK

Hayes Valley Neighborhood Association

Signatures:

1. **SIOBHAN GLEESON** (ZIP code: 94102)
2. **Alicia Caillier** (ZIP code: 94102)
3. **anita vazifdar** (ZIP code: 94102)
4. **Allan Hosmer** (ZIP code: 94102)
5. **Pau ru Pax** (ZIP code: 94102)
6. **Ailene Bui** (ZIP code: 9410-)
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7. Alexandra Andersen (ZIP code: 94102)

8. Alex Liss (ZIP code: 94102) This is a humanitarian crisis and health hazard.

9. Alexandre Goyon (ZIP code: 94102)

10. Mayra Alfaro Martinez (ZIP code: 94102)

11. Amit Gupta (ZIP code: 94102)

12. Andre Guiulfo (ZIP code: 94102)

13. Andrea Martinez (ZIP code: 94117)

14. Andrew Chatham (ZIP code: 94102)

15. Andrew Seigner (ZIP code: 94102) I'm a non-voting member of the HVNA, and a resident and homeowner in Hayes Valley. We urgently need to provide housing to our community members experiencing homelessness. Housing is a human right.

16. Angela Barbus (ZIP code: 94102) Our beautiful neighborhood can not sustain the crime, the filth, the mail theft, the sleepless nights because someone is screaming profanities during their meth episode in front of our houses at 2:00am. Please start enabling your hard working, tax payers registered voters and stop enabling the vagrants.

17. Anna Sris (ZIP code: 94102)

18. Anna Gooler (ZIP code: 94117)

19. Anusha Qureshi (ZIP code: 94102)

20. Anya Worley (ZIP code: 94550)

21. Arjun Devgan (ZIP code: 94102)

22. Analisa Schelle (ZIP code: 94102)

23. Ash Gorringe (ZIP code: 94102)

24. Asim Khan (ZIP code: 94102)

25. Autumn Adamme (ZIP code: 94102) I fully support everything in this petition. The number of people without homes and access to sanitation facilities poses a greater and greater public health threat. The amount of human feces on sidewalks and in the streets is unhealthy and unsafe for everyone. Isn't one threat to public health enough?
26. Mary Rodriguez (ZIP code: 94102)

27. Aydin Sarmadi (ZIP code: 94102)

28. Bali Nelson (ZIP code: 94102)

29. William Burdick (ZIP code: 94102)

30. Brett Debbold (ZIP code: 94117) Housing is a human right.

31. Becky Trinh (ZIP code: 94102)

32. Brian Choi (ZIP code: 94102)

33. Brandon McGraw (ZIP code: 94102) As a resident at Fell street, I strongly urge you to take action to support the homeless community.

34. Brenda Van Camp (ZIP code: 94102)

35. Brenna Marketello (ZIP code: 94114)

36. Brenna Taylor-Ford (ZIP code: 94102) I am very concerned about the encampments on octavia. Since these popped up, our home (page & octavia) has been broken into several times. I can no longer walk on octavia street on that side and am concerned about the health ramifications it is posing for us all.

37. Briana Schweizer (ZIP code: 94102)

38. BARBARA WITTROCK (ZIP code: 94102) Please make the city safe for everyone. Moving these tents to a safe designated area is safer for the homeless and safer for the Hayes Valley residents.

39. Camille Ruvalcaba (ZIP code: 94102) Please provide a safer place for both the homeless and the Hayes Valley community. Octavia boulevard no longer has safe parking or walkable sidewalks. Since shelter in place, my car has been broken into 3 times and my tires removed once. As we keep the people of San Francisco safe and healthy at home, we should provide some kind of haven for the homeless community, who already struggle with so much.

40. Carol Scott (ZIP code: 94501)

41. Carolyn Davidson (ZIP code: 94102)

42. Cassandra Field (ZIP code: 94102)

43. Colleen Cotter (ZIP code: 94102)
44. Chandler Bair (ZIP code: 94102) Dear Mayor Breed, Supervisor Preston, Board of Supervisors and Department of Public Works: The encampments in Hayes Valley are beyond unsafe. We demand immediate action on SafeSleeping Sites at the spaces identified in this petition. Please, make our neighborhood and all our residents, housed and unhoused, safe.

45. Chandra Gandolfo (ZIP code: 94127)

46. Chris Best (ZIP code: 94102)

47. Chris Godfrey (ZIP code: 94102)

48. Chris Towne (ZIP code: 94102)

49. Christin Evans (ZIP code: 94117)

50. Chris Buckle (ZIP code: 94102)

51. Carolyn Chatham (ZIP code: 94102)

52. Claire Jackson (ZIP code: 94102)

53. Stephen Santamaria (ZIP code: 94102)

54. Tyler Coster (ZIP code: 94102)

55. Courtney Hatt (ZIP code: 94102)

56. Christopher Cooper (ZIP code: 94102)

57. Chris Shanahan (ZIP code: 94102)

58. Donna Brodman (ZIP code: 94102)

59. David Alexander (ZIP code: 94102) This needs to happen!!! I own Papito restaurant and we are struggling as it is, having homeless come by the tables with no mask asking for money drives the few customers we have away and is unsafe!!

60. Yamada Nanako (ZIP code: 94102)

61. Daniel Sullivan (ZIP code: 94102)

62. Craig Riedel (ZIP code: 94102)

63. David Lovell (ZIP code: 94102) Since shelter in place the population of homeless individuals has grown and caused a public health and safety issue. Patricia's Green has become overwhelmed with people suffering from drug addiction and mental illness. I call the police daily to report the following: harassment and physical attack of citizens using the park, hard drug use, public dedication and urination. This situation is not acceptable or humane for anyone.
64. david broockman (ZIP code: 94102)

65. David Matusiak (ZIP code: 94102)

66. Dena Emmerson (ZIP code: 94102)

67. Dean Kemp (ZIP code: 94102)

68. deirdre scully (ZIP code: 94102) people should be in parking lots not sidewalks

69. Deniz Binay (ZIP code: 94102)

70. Dennis Elsasser (ZIP code: 94114)

71. David Smyth (ZIP code: 94102)

72. David Zec (ZIP code: 94925)

73. David Hart (ZIP code: 94102)

74. Dina Sporer (ZIP code: 94102)

75. Maiko Dildine (ZIP code: 94102)

76. TAE KIM (ZIP code: 94102)

77. Don Weil (ZIP code: 94123)

78. Jeffrey Drew (ZIP code: 94102)

79. Dariush Sarrafzadeh (ZIP code: 94102) Make our streets safer and cleaner.

80. Dan Spaeth (ZIP code: 94102) I'm tired of the pretense of care you have allowing these people to live in the squaller of their tents with no bathroom facilities. Also, we have seen the rise in crime and the stolen items in these tent camps. You claim victory in the TL of eliminating the camps, yet you've only sent them to the rest of the city, the parts that don't have a major lawsuit against the city. You rage against the blight in which you grew up in and yet you let it grown in the city you are responsible for. What's that all about???

81. Dan McGarry (ZIP code: 94127)

82. Eric Nyeste (ZIP code: 94102) A safe sleeping site at 33 Gough could accommodate the significant unhoused population in proximity to it as well, as long as it doesn't impede progress toward creating the 200 bed navigation center. Also, the author failed to mention that there is a big open lot at Hayes and Octavia that I'm sure would make accommodating 20 tents easily possible.

83. Ellie Bobrowski (ZIP code: 94102)

84. Earl Speas (ZIP code: 94102)
85. Edward Sim (ZIP code: 94102)

86. elizabeth morrison (ZIP code: 94012)

87. Jamielyn Duggan (ZIP code: 94102)

88. Elena Poetsch (ZIP code: 94102)

89. Emily Mitnick (ZIP code: 94102)

90. erez klein (ZIP code: 94133) owner at 55 page st

91. Travis Jay Hazzard Felsinger (ZIP code: 94102)

92. ed forman (ZIP code: 94102)

93. Francesco Pittarello (ZIP code: 94102)

94. Mary Beth Frederick (ZIP code: 94102-5610)

95. gail baugh (ZIP code: 94102) At the very least have porta potties, and security at existing campsite on Octavia Blvd.

96. Geri Crane (ZIP code: 94102)

97. Giuliana Bianchi (ZIP code: 94115)

98. Genevieve Southwick (ZIP code: 94102) Housing is a Human Right!

99. Greg Mazur (ZIP code: 94121)

100. George McNabb (ZIP code: 94102)

101. Shen K (ZIP code: 94102) I am a resident of Hayes Valley with a disability. I often feel unsafe when approached by people on the sidewalk because they have nowhere to go. Sidewalks are for everyone, and not for sleeping tents or a place for people to sit on the ground and yell at pedestrians walking by.

102. Greg O'Keefe (ZIP code: 94102)

103. Glen Risdon (ZIP code: 94116)

104. Gary Tan (ZIP code: 94102)

105. Lenny Hanson (ZIP code: 94109)

106. Heidi Rabben (ZIP code: 94102)
107. Helen Gekakis (ZIP code: 94102)

108. Helen Wright (ZIP code: 94102) Please safely rehouse our homeless neighbors in Hayes Valley.

109. Henry Ostendorf (ZIP code: 94102)

110. Chris Stewart (ZIP code: 94102) Please do something.

111. Hoiling Wong (ZIP code: 94102)

112. Howard Hsing (ZIP code: 94102)

113. Dinah Sanders (ZIP code: 94102)

114. Barbara Early (ZIP code: 94102)

115. Shaochen Huang (ZIP code: 94102) Please please please

116. Ingrid Summerfield (ZIP code: 94102) Please address the plight of Hayes Valley and those affected.

117. Ileana Hahambis (ZIP code: 94102)

118. Rachel Ma (ZIP code: 92105)

119. Isabelle Lee (ZIP code: 94102-4297)

120. Jenny Simmons (ZIP code: 94102) Please help this population get the care and services that they need.

121. Jack Fischer (ZIP code: 94107) Please Mayor Breed it is way overdue for you to take action and protect the homeless as well as those whose tax money pay your salary. I dont really know a simpler way to ask.

122. Jackie Shanahan (ZIP code: 94102)

123. Jacob Wang (ZIP code: 94121-2708)

124. Jacob Bower (ZIP code: 94102)

125. Jade Catalano (ZIP code: 94102)

126. Jamal Barone (ZIP code: 94114)

127. Jaya Pareek (ZIP code: 94102)
128. Jay (ZIP code: 94102) The tent encampments obstruct the streets and are unsafe at night while walking by

129. Jay Begun (ZIP code: 94526) We need to keep the streets safe for everyone.

130. Jessica Dean (ZIP code: 94102)

131. Jeff Chen (ZIP code: 94102) Too many homeless people sleeping in the tent on the st. The situation is getting worst. The mess is unacceptable. Please help them

132. Jennifer Laska (ZIP code: 94102)

133. Jerome Guillen (ZIP code: 94028)

134. Jesse Dhillon (ZIP code: 94102)

135. Jean-Francois Drageon (ZIP code: 94102) This situation is not safe for us or our children! Very dirty human waste all over, a lot of drogues and syringes on the street! It has to stop.

136. John Glasgow (ZIP code: 94102) Please help remove the homeless population from the streets of Hayes Valley. It's become unsafe and petty crime has risen. Thank you.

137. Jill Reavis (ZIP code: 94102)

138. Jim Warshell (ZIP code: 94102) Let's try this!

139. Jina Bae (ZIP code: 94115)

140. Jessica J (ZIP code: 94102)

141. Joseph Elford (ZIP code: 94102)

142. Joe Hasselwander (ZIP code: 94102)

143. Joe Laska (ZIP code: 94102)

144. John Phillips (ZIP code: 94102) Let's keep everyone safe and not trash our neighborhood

145. Jordana Temlock (ZIP code: 94102)

146. Jordan Lee (ZIP code: 94102)

147. Jose Guzman (ZIP code: 94102)

148. Joseph Murphey (ZIP code: 94102)
There's lots of drug use going on in our neighborhood in broad daylight. And lots of encampments. Pls help.

What was once a blossoming neighborhood after the freeway came down has deteriorated in rapid fashion since Dean took the reigns. The lasting impact that his inaction is going to have on our neighborhood is sad to think about. Not only will I not be voting for him, but I will be actively campaigning for another candidate.
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171. Kirti Patel (ZIP code: 94102) It has become unsafe for me to walk in my own neighborhood due to these encampments. I can no longer take my children outside because the sidewalks are unaccessible and littered with trash, needles and feces. There has been an increase in crime. Our place was broken into twice in the past 3 months.

172. K Masson (ZIP code: 94102)

173. Kyungmin Kim (ZIP code: 94102)

174. Krista Parry (ZIP code: 94102)

175. Kevin Poindexter (ZIP code: 94102) Please enforce the order passed by the Board of Supervisors.

176. Kraig Parkinson (ZIP code: 94102)

177. Kristen Erbst (ZIP code: 94102) Please please please help make my front door on Octavia Street safe and accessible for my family with young children

178. Kristen Hughes (ZIP code: 94102)

179. Kristina Koepke (ZIP code: 94102)

180. kristina rosenblatt (ZIP code: 94102)

181. Kyle Seyler (ZIP code: 94102) The Haight street location is a good model with plenty of space, water and toilets.

182. KAREN TOM (ZIP code: 94102)

183. Kathryn Noelke (ZIP code: 94102-5518) Please honor this petition to keep our neighborhood safe.

184. Kyle Doherty (ZIP code: 94102)

185. Kylie Bryce (ZIP code: 94102)

186. Laila Maline Sarmadi (ZIP code: 94102)

187. Matt Pringle (ZIP code: 94102)

188. laura phillips (ZIP code: 94102)

189. Lauren Ross (ZIP code: 94102)

190. Lauren Hopkins (ZIP code: 94102) The sidewalks of Hayes Valley are largely unwalkable. In taking my toddler to daycare I must move onto the street and into potential traffic in order to avoid encampments along Hayes and Fell. The homeless are not wearing masks and
have no access to running water for hand washing or other safety measures. This is completely unacceptable and is putting the community at risk.

191. Susan Horst (ZIP code: 94102) And a growing encampment on Turk between Van Ness and Franklin

192. Lauren Budorick (ZIP code: 94102)

193. Tiffany (ZIP code: 94102)

194. Lisa Eugene (ZIP code: 94577)

195. Liza Bate (ZIP code: 94102)

196. Louise Fox (ZIP code: 94102)

197. Pamela McGee (ZIP code: 94102)

198. SIQI LU (ZIP code: 94102) Please remove the tent and homeless in the neighborhood.

199. Luther Orton (ZIP code: 94025)

200. Lyn Werbach (ZIP code: 94110)

201. Matt Ball (ZIP code: 94102)

202. Madeleine Llonch (ZIP code: 94102)

203. Madison Palmer (ZIP code: 94102)

204. Manon Paquet (ZIP code: 94102)

205. Marc Fernandez (ZIP code: 94102)

206. Margo Beard (ZIP code: 94102) Fully support this for the safety of the Hayes valley residents, sheltered and unsheltered.

207. Marilyn Abrams (ZIP code: 94102)

208. Marissa Burger (ZIP code: 94102) This has gone on for too long and is best for all Parties involved.

209. Mark Ruiz (ZIP code: 94102)

210. Mark Stephenson (ZIP code: 94102) Let's get this done

211. Marianne Jullian (ZIP code: 94103)
212. Matan Zinger (ZIP code: 94102) For 4 months now, my toddler son can’t use playgrounds / visit the library / meet his friends nor engage in any of the activities he was used to. This is an incredibly stressful and confusing period of time for young children. On top of it all, he can’t even go for a walk around his house, due to the homeless encampments.

213. Matea Fish (ZIP code: 94102)

214. Matt Forsyth (ZIP code: 94102) Clean up our neighborhood!

215. Matt Lublinsky (ZIP code: 94102)

216. Michael McCauley (ZIP code: 94117)

217. Mike Ellis (ZIP code: 94102)

218. An anonymous signer (ZIP code: 94103)

219. Megan Tedford (ZIP code: 94102)

220. Ann Hess (ZIP code: 94110)

221. Meghan Goode (ZIP code: 94102)

222. Molly Rosenman (ZIP code: 94102)

223. Nicholas Parker (ZIP code: 94102) A humane approach is needed, especially during an ongoing pandemic. For decades City policies thus far have only exacerbated this problem.

224. Mitchell Ditson (ZIP code: 94102)

225. Michael Mizrahi (ZIP code: 94102)

226. Michael Evans (ZIP code: 94102)

227. Mikhail Panko (ZIP code: 94102) Tent encampments have completely closed off several sidewalks in Hayes Valley and make it harder to reach my 2 year old son’s daycare as we have to go around around a block twice on our path. There are large quantities of trash and often broken bottles and needles accumulating around the encampments. An encampment on the intersection of Fulton St and Franklin St has recently added electrical cords, which might be unsafe, and is blasting loud music for large parts of the day. My wife is afraid for her and our children’s safety and we are even considering moving out of the neighborhood if the situation doesn’t improve.

228. Jeff Miller (ZIP code: 94102) Why are we not using the ample city budget accumulated from property taxes, sales taxes, soda taxes, you name it taxes, various fees and fines, and other income sources that our leaders have bilked the population out of and are somehow mismanaging and use it to deal with this issue ASAP?!? This is one of the wealthiest cities in the world but it has turned into a NY-esque 70’s ghetto in our neighborhoods that were once inviting! All on Breed and Preston’s watches! I am a home owner who has lived in SF for 30 years. It’s time to clear out this urban blight. We need to clean SF of this contagion menace NOW!
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229. Milo Trauss (ZIP code: 94131)

230. mitra frigerio (ZIP code: 94102) Mitra frigerio

231. Michelle Ky (ZIP code: 94102)

232. Jos Lai (ZIP code: 94105)

233. Emmylou Santos (ZIP code: 94102)

234. Morgan Shada (ZIP code: 94102-5034)

235. Murrey Nelson (ZIP code: 94102)

236. Michael Schelle (ZIP code: 94102)

237. Nathalie Plecy (ZIP code: 94102) I feel unsafe, sidewalks are full of trashes and hyper dirty, too much drug in the street and crazy/high homeless persons around my block... scary neighborhood now « walking dead »

238. neale miller (ZIP code: 94102)

239. Neelum Sharma (ZIP code: 94102)

240. Per Niklas Lindstrom (ZIP code: 94102) The tents and living conditions on the streets in Hayes Valley makes me worried about my health and safety as well as the health and safety of the people forced to live there. The city have had months to take actions but been incapable to do so.

241. Neha Masson (ZIP code: 94102)

242. Stephanie Hobbie (ZIP code: 94102)

243. nancy Pratt (ZIP code: 94102) Honestly- I’m not sure the garage is the answer but what’s currently happening isn’t either.

244. Nancy Mai (ZIP code: 94102) Work harder to get homeless off the streets. Our city is looking like a dump. Keep them safe and sheltered and clean up our city and streets.

245. Deborah Bisdorf (ZIP code: 94102)

246. Laurie MacDougall (ZIP code: 94102)

247. Ofek Lavian (ZIP code: 94102) This is unacceptable. The streets are no longer safe, and neither are those that are unsheltered.

248. Olga Rodriguez (ZIP code: 94102)
249. Nirmal Patel (ZIP code: 94102)

250. Patrick Obrien (ZIP code: 94122)

251. Paul Block (ZIP code: 94102)

252. Paul Olsen (ZIP code: 94102)

253. Penelope Herman (ZIP code: 94102)

254. Pamela Cummings (ZIP code: 94102)

255. Pamela Vaughn (ZIP code: 94102) In addition to health issues cited herein, the blocked sidewalks are in violation of the Americans with Disabilities Act.

256. Patricia Cotter (ZIP code: 94102) The encampments have created an unsafe environment in our neighborhood.

257. Paul Tortora (ZIP code: 94102)

258. Prithvi Nobuth (ZIP code: 94102) This is needed ASAP. Residents can’t walk on sidewalks anymore - Land resort to walking on median w dogs and kids. There are daily acts of violence and neighborhood break ins are through the roof. Several cases resulted in residents finding their belongings outside/inside the tents! Unacceptable!

259. Rachel Morgan (ZIP code: 94102)

260. Carolyn Ranti (ZIP code: 94117)

261. Riley Avron (ZIP code: 94102)

262. David Reardon (ZIP code: 94117) House people immediately.

263. Robin Levitt (ZIP code: 94102) This is well overdue. Those of us who live near Octavia Boulevard have had it with the trash, human feces, break-ins, drug dealing, use and other sociopathic behaviors these encampments generate and attract. Plus relegating people to live on the street without even basic sanitary facilities is inhumane. How about the tents be moved next door to Supervisor Preston’s house at Ida B. Wells Elementary grounds where there's plenty of space, security and access to bathrooms and showers?

264. Robert Fruchtman (ZIP code: 94117)

265. Richard Bargetto (ZIP code: 94102) I live at 174 Lily street. I am shocked that our local supervisor and city government officials have allowed this homeless problem on Octavia Blvd to persist for so long.
266. Reginald McDonald (ZIP code: 94102)  
267. Jesse Robinson (ZIP code: 94102)  
268. Radu Patrichi (ZIP code: 94102) Please help our neighborhood  
269. Rick Pirman (ZIP code: 94102)  
270. Marilyn Morales (ZIP code: 94102) I feel very unsafe with the drug dealing and drugged out folks that this encampment attracts. I avoid going out for a walk to that area because of this. Also it smells like urine when I step out my house, trash strewn around mad these blocks, I see rats running around that corner of the street where the tents are from my house. It's made what I consider my home & neighborhood no longer a place that I find peace and enjoyment. I am a native SF and this is the first time I am looking at leaving. I feel like our neighborhood has been hijacked and there is nothing we can do. It's very sad and disappointing.  
271. Sabah Oney (ZIP code: 94102)  
272. Samuel Jones (ZIP code: 94102)  
273. Sarah Young (ZIP code: 94102)  
274. sara pittman (ZIP code: 94117)  
275. Sam B (ZIP code: 94102)  
276. Steve Capchak (ZIP code: 94102-5639)  
277. Caryn Schwartz (ZIP code: 94102)  
278. Sheryl Meredith (ZIP code: 94102) As a homeowner living along Octavia and Page, I'm unable to let my children and animals safely use the sidewalks, entrances and exits from my home. In addition to human urine and excrement, these areas are riddled with used needles, other drug apparatus, rotting food, garbage emptied from the municipal waste cans, and more. Surely, the individuals living on the street deserve better. And, as tax payers and citizens, we deserve better, too.  
279. Sacha Ielmorini (ZIP code: 94102)  
280. Colleen Lisa Smedley (ZIP code: 94102)  
281. Steve Naventi (ZIP code: 94102)  
282. Shirletha Holme-Boxx (ZIP code: 94102)  
283. Sonia Mokhtari (ZIP code: 94102) Those people deserved better than a camp area and Hayes valley residents deserved to leave in a clean and safe neighborhood.  
284. stephanie mackler (ZIP code: 94117)
285. Stefan Madjarov (ZIP code: 94102)

286. Stephen Albair (ZIP code: 94102)

287. Stephanie L (ZIP code: 94102)

288. Michelle Sterzovsky (ZIP code: 94102)

289. Steven Kovacs (ZIP code: 94116-1327) Please act to make our city safer and to provide relief to our homeless population. Thank you.

290. ray chang (ZIP code: 94102)

291. Suzanne Hendler (ZIP code: 94102)

292. Susan Zeleznik (ZIP code: 94102)

293. T V (ZIP code: 94102)

294. Taryn Shappell (ZIP code: 94102)

295. Tayler Jones (ZIP code: 94102) As a resident of Hayes Valley, I feel very unsafe walking alone, especially at night. I can no longer take my dog out when the sun goes down.

296. Theo Gordon (ZIP code: 94115)

297. Michelle Tigchelaar (ZIP code: 94102) This is first and foremost a humanitarian crisis and gross violation of human rights. Please show our unhoused neighbors the love, respect and care they deserve and need.

298. TIMOTHY TOLLER (ZIP code: 94102) By allowing these ad hoc camps to thrive, the city is doing everyone a disservice —

299. Claire Shoun (ZIP code: 94102-6095)

300. Tony Liu (ZIP code: 94102)

301. Trang Nguyen (ZIP code: 94102)

302. Tessa Wilcox (ZIP code: 94107)

303. Tzippi Zach (ZIP code: 94102-4385)

304. Richard Ruvalcaba (ZIP code: 94102) We urgently need to House these folks. The smell of urine, rat infestation, needles, trash, blocking of sidewalks & parking spots has created a huge quality of life and safety issues. Crime has gone up substantially recently. Three break-ins on our block recently.
305. Varnett Oates (ZIP code: 94102)
306. Vida Slapelis-Ellner (ZIP code: 92807)
307. Venkat Patnala (ZIP code: 94102)
308. Victoria Leung (ZIP code: 94102)
309. Vipul Chhajer (ZIP code: 94102)
310. Vincent O'Gara (ZIP code: 94102)
311. Valentina Shchedrina (ZIP code: 94102)
312. Bill McGee (ZIP code: 94102) Please keep our neighborhood safe. And sweep the streets, too.
313. Wendi Norris (ZIP code: 94102)
314. Wendy Balzano (ZIP code: 94102)
315. whitney mcgraw (ZIP code: 94102)
316. Stephanie Rogerson (ZIP code: 94102)
317. Winston Montgomery (ZIP code: 94102) Enough is enough.
318. Yen Low (ZIP code: 94102)
319. Zach Garinger (ZIP code: 94102)